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I. Objective of the working document
The present document is conceived as a working basis accompanying Members of the 
Budgets committee as well as the budget Rapporteurs in the specialised committees through a 
preliminary identification of the priorities for the 2012 Budget well in advance of the 
publication of the Commission's draft budget, awaited in April 2011.
This working document is conceived as a "living" tool, to be updated on the basis of the latest 
data available and progressively enriched and made operational through the contributions by 
the BUDG Members, the specialised committees, the political groups and the 27 National 
Parliaments with the aim to build up a clear overview of the priorities to be channelled in the 
2012 Budget.

This early exercise intends to bring in an added value in the negotiations between the two 
budgetary authorities later this year, given that the Treaty of Lisbon obliges now Parliament 
and Council to reach an agreement through a single reading. This new procedure, which has 
already shown its complexity in the budgetary negotiations for 2011, is likely to be even more 
demanding this year, owing to the still ongoing budgetary difficulties of the Member States' 
economies and the very tight margins of manoeuvre due to the approaching of the end of the 
current Multiannual Financial Framework (MFF).
Its consultative nature is reflected by questions raised at the end of its sections, aiming 
notably at feeding the upcoming discussions with specialised committees (and political groups 
alike) and defining EP strategy and priorities.

II. Overall political orientation of the Rapporteur: the EU budgetary dimension 
of the debate on strengthened European economic governance and the realisation 
of Europe 2020 strategy ("smart, sustainable and inclusive growth")

The first half of 2011 coincides with the opening of the first European Semester, an exercise 
of simultaneous monitoring of the Member States' budgetary policies and structural reforms 
conducted in accordance with common rules during a six-month period every year.

This process has been conceived as an answer from the EU to the instability of the Euro and 
an instrument to achieve stronger economic governance, conditio sine qua non to ensure 
effective implementation of the European and national policies in view of reaching those 
common objectives and targets that the Union and the Member States have identified in the 
Europe 2020 strategy, and namely:
5 targets: 

 Employment: 75 % employment rate for women and men aged 20 to 64 by 2020
 Research and development and Innovation: raising public and private investment to a 

least 3 % of GDP
 Climate action and Energy: reducing greenhouse gas emissions by at least 20 % 

compared to 1990 levels or by 30% if the conditions are right; increasing the share of 
renewable energies sources in the EU final energy consumption to 20 % increasing by 
20 % energy efficiency

 Education and training: by 2020 less than 10 % of the population aged 18-24 should 
have left school early; at least 40 % of the EU young adults (30-34 years) should have 
completed tertiary or equivalent education
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 Fight against poverty and fostering social inclusion: reducing the number of 
Europeans living before the poverty line by 25%, thus lifting at least 20 million 
people out of poverty

7 flagship initiatives:
 Digital Agenda for Europe
 Innovation Union
 Youth on the Move
 Resource efficient Europe
 An industrial policy for the globalisation era
 An agenda for new skills and jobs
 European Platform against poverty

The Commission's Annual growth survey1, which constitutes the first input to the European 
semester, outlined three main priority actions to be taken by Member States in order to ensure 
better coordinated and more effective policies for achieving the Europe 2020 objectives:

 enhancing macroeconomic stability: implementing budgetary consolidation, correcting 
macroeconomic imbalances and ensuring the stability of the financial industry;

 structural reforms for boosting employment: making work more attractive, reforming 
pension systems, getting the unemployed back to work and balancing security and 
flexibility on labour markets;

 growth-enhancing measures under the Europe 2000 strategy for jobs and growth: tapping 
the potential of the EU's single market, attracting private capital to enhance growth and 
creating cost-effective access to energy.

The EP has in its June 2010 Resolution on Economic governance emphasised the political 
importance of the European Semester: "If the Europe 2020 strategy is to be credible, greater 
compatibility and complementarity is needed between the national budgets of the Member 
States and the EU budget".

Your Rapporteur is strongly convinced that the European Semester must integrate also this 
dimension and conceives the preparation of the annual EU budget for 2012, and the role that 
the EP plays therein, as an essential part of it.
While the long-term dimension of such an exercise is not put into question, your Rapporteur 
firmly believes in the urgent need to continue promoting enhanced coordination and stronger 
synergies between policies and budgets at EU and national levels, building upon the first 
exchanges that took place in this respect in 2010 BUDG meeting with national Parliaments.
In this respect, a possible first step, already envisaged by Parliament in the course of the 2011 
budgetary procedure, could be further built upon, namely to ask Eurostat to prepare annually 
a report aggregating national accounts along the detailed breakdown of the MFF. The 
corresponding level of details (programmes, activities, objectives) should be further reflected 
upon.

                                               
1 COM 2011(11) final of 12.1.2011
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Rapporteur's position
In your Rapporteur's view, this point should be raised at the upcoming BUDG meeting with 
national Parliaments, on 13 April 2011.
The European Semester should also be the opportunity for identifying what expenditure, at 
both EU and national levels concur to the achievement of common objectives, including the 
Europe 2020.

It could be the opportunity to feed the debate on EU economic governance by:
- providing a more accurate knowledge of the EU budget, its structure and its constraints, to 
national parliamentarians,
- exploring ways to try to achieve a consolidation of expenditures of EU budget and national 
budgets in relation to the 5 targets and 7 flagship initiatives of the EU 2020 strategy.

III. EU Budget 2012: an indicative first picture based on the Financial Programming
(FP)

The basis for the present working document is the annual Financial Programming published 
twice a year by the European Commission according to point 37 of the IIA, which provides 
an orientation for the foreseen allocations in the remaining years of the MFF.
The latest Financial Programming published on 31 January 2011 updates the picture 
compared to the previous version of May 2010, integrating the decision of the budgetary 
authorities in December 2010 on Budget 2011.

Most of these financial envelopes and their breakdown per year were adopted after - and are 
therefore fully compatible with - the MFF 2007-13 and the IIA of May 2006. The three 
institutions indeed agreed on the postponement of Commission's legislative proposals with 
budgetary impacts until after the adoption of the IIA1 (cf. the so called "Prodi package" 
comprising 24 legislative proposals and a second set of legislative proposals, both presented 
in 2004).

Given its "programming" nature, this document is by definition indicative and does not bind 
either the Commission or the two branches of the Budgetary Authority when it comes 
respectively to the adoption of the DB and to the annual budgetary negotiations. Nevertheless 
experience from recent years shows that few adjustments tend eventually to be introduced in 
the DB as regards commitments. Consequently the Financial Programming already represents 
a reliable basis for starting identifying general orientations and priorities for Budget 2012.

                                               
2 Common statement by the three institutions in October 2005 
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Table 1: Budgets and financial programming 2010-2012
 (EUR million, current prices)

2010 2011
Final Budget (incl. 

ABs)
Budget adopted 

(12/2010)

Difference 
Budgets 2011-

2010
2012 Fin. prog.

CA  PA

Fin prog 
(CA 
only) CA PA CA PA CA PA

Diff FP 
2012 -
Budget 

2011 (CA)

Heading 1a - Competitiveness for 
growth and jobs (with EGF*) 14.862,9 11.343,3 13.450,0 13.520,6 11.627,8 -9,0% +2,5% 14.669,2 na +8,5%

Margin -195,9 -33,6 34,8
Heading 1b - Cohesion for 
Growth and jobs 49.386,6 36.370,9 50.649,8 50.980,6 41.652,1 +3,2% +14,5% 52.759,6 na +3,5%

Margin 1,4 6,4 1,4
Heading 2 - Preservation and 
management of natural resources 59.498,8 58.135,6 60.235,9 58.659,3 56.378,9 -1,4% -3,0% 60.685,0 na +3,4%

Margin 456,2 1.678,8 125,0
Heading 3a - Freedom, security, 
justice 1.006,5 738,6 1.186,3 1.139,0 813,3 +13,2% +10,1% 1.379,5 na +21,1%

Margin 18,5 67,0 26,5

Heading 3b - Citizenship 681,0 672,4 673,7 682,9 646,0 +0,3% -3,9% 680,9 na -0,3%
Margin 0,0 0,1 18,1

Heading 4 - The EU as a global 
player (with EAR) 8.141,0 7.787,7 8.301,9 8.754,3 7.237,5 +7,5% -7,1% 9.123,7 na +4,2%

Margin 0,9 -70,4 132,3

Heading 5 - Administration 7.907,5 7.907,0 8.306,6 8.172,8 8.171,5 +3,4% +3,3% 8.581,0 na +5,0%
Margin 54,6 243,2 173,0

Total (with EGF and EAR) 141.484,2 122.955,4 142.804,2 141.909,4 126.527,1 +0,3% +2,9% 147.879,0 na +4,2%
Ceilings 140.978,0 134.289,0 142.965,0 134.280,0 426,9** 141.273,0

* The table above includes the commitment appropriations for the European Globalisation Fund (EUR 500 
million per year) even if its amount remains into reserve and is excluded in the calculations of the margin of 
Heading 1a. The same goes for the Emergency aid reserve (248, 8 EUR million in 2010 - 253, 86 EUR million in 
2011) 258, 9 EUR million in 2012) in relation to Heading 4
** This amount corresponds to the overall margin left by the financial programming below the MFF ceiling

Considering these global figures, your Rapporteur would like to make the following remarks:

 in relation to commitments appropriations
2012 indicative financial programming shows that an overall level of commitments of 
EUR 147,12 billion could be expected in 2012, (excluding EAR and EGF) or EUR 147, 
87 billion (including EAR and EGF). This would represent an increase of 4,21% compared to 
Budget 2011, as adopted in December 2010.

In line with the general evolution of the 2007-2013 MFF, this increase can be explained by 
the following:

- general financing pattern agreed in 2006-7 for multi annual programmes over the period 
with an acceleration in the end of the programming period,

- the automatic deflator of 2 %, which would make the net increase (in real terms) actually 
lower,

- a significant increase in Heading 1b, as a direct consequence of the technical adjustment of 
its ceilings for the years 2011-2013 made by the Commission3 (EUR + 336 million each year 
for three Member States), and of the traditional life cycle of Cohesion policy,

                                               
3 COM 2010, 169 final
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- a strong increase in Heading 2 between Budget 2011 and 2012 financial programming
figures. However, the latter have to be considered with prudence because of the recurring gap 
between figures in the FP (published in January), figures in the DB (presented by the 
Commission in April) and figures finally adopted by the budget authority (after the traditional 
Autumn agricultural Amending Letter), mainly because of a decrease of market expenditure 
appropriations (not to be confused with direct aids whose level is highly predictable).

It cannot be excluded that this year - given the particular economic context and the experience 
of 2011 budgetary negotiations - some discrepancies appear, with a lower proposed 
allocations for commitments in the DB compared to the Financial Programming. A question 
for EP strategy could be therefore whether the Commission will like each year to stick more 
or less to its indicative financial programming or not. This could be a useful guiding principle 
in assessing politically the Draft Budget 2012 to be presented by the Commission in April 
2011.
Conversely, if DB 2012 happens to be close to 2012 FP figures, the margins available will be
very limited under almost all Headings as shown in the table above.
Therefore, unless some specific cuts or redeployments are "endorsed" by the EP (following 
the Council's reading) or unless use is made of the flexibility mechanisms foreseen by the IIA 
(flexibility instrument4 , revision of the MFF), the EP will actually have little room of 
manoeuvre to:
- increase significantly appropriations for multi annual programmes and actions which match 
its political priorities and which would deserve to be boosted,
- answer new political needs, if they arise and respond to unforeseen events,

- adopt new PP- PA or extend current ones.
For Budget 2012, it has to be pointed out that the European Commission has proposed to 
revise the MFF by increasing the ceiling of Heading 1a in 2012 to accommodate the financing 
of ITER. This is not yet reflected in the financial programming since the two arms of the 
budget authority have not yet agreed on this revision of the MFF. This should be a crucial 
element of the 2012 procedure.

 in relation to payment appropriations
The Financial Programming does not provide any information on the evolution of payments. 
The overall level of payments (and the level of payment under each Heading) of Budget 2012 
will be proposed by the EC when it adopts its Draft Budget in April 2011.

The Commission will propose a level of payment based on its assessment of needs, forecasts, 
trends in implementation (of commitments of former budgetary years) absorption 
capacity, etc. At the same time, it will have to respect the global overall ceiling for payments 
in 2012 as foreseen in the MFF, i.e. EUR 141,36 billion.

The final level of payment is likely to be the object of the greatest political attention by the 
Council, as it was the case during 2011 budgetary procedure.

In this respect, your Rapporteur would like to particularly highlight that the closer we come to 
the end of the programming period, the more attention needs to be paid following previous 

                                               
4 EUR 410 million available in 2012 including amounts carried over from previous years
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commitments (cf. the level of outstanding commitments or RALs, 'Reste à liquider'5).
Accordingly, the joint political declarations on payments adopted by EP and CSL in 
December 2010 are crucial in your Rapporteur's view, and should be recalled to the Council, 
if needed, at every occasion. 

Rapporteur's position
On the basis of the above, some general questions can be raised as to the EP strategy to be 
adopted in the context of upcoming 2012 Budget negotiations.
The EP is facing an important political dilemma.

On the one hand, on numerous occasions, the EP has highlighted that Europe 2020 strategy 
can only be credible if it is adequately funded and that the current budget fails to provide the 
flagship initiatives with corresponding budgetary resources6. While acknowledging that the 
bulk of the effort in delivering the EU 2020 strategy should come from the Member States it 
has always emphasised that the EU budget, thanks to its mobilising and coordinating capacity, 
should play an important role.

On the other hand, the Council (and the Member States) stress the need for "rigorous fiscal 
consolidation" taking into account economic and budgetary constraints at national level. The 
Council is insisting on "keeping both commitments and payments appropriations under strict 
control", even if it acknowledges "the need to take into account increasing payment profiles in 
certain areas". At the same time it is requiring "to leaving sufficient margins under all the 
ceilings of the various Headings with the exception of Heading 1b".7

Your Rapporteur is convinced that a balance can be achieved between the need for fiscal 
consolidation and the need to support investment to boost jobs creation and European growth. 
The European budget should play a role in that respect. The EU budget can play a key 
complementary role, particularly in terms of initiating, triggering, and supporting forward 
looking investments that in any case will remain largely paid by National budgets. A more 
coherent framework is absolutely necessary between the EU budget policy and national 
budgetary policies in order to deliver the 7 flagship initiatives and to reach the 5 targets of the 
EU 2020 strategy.

By 2015, EU public investment will fall to 1,5% of GDP instead of 2,5% in 2010 as a result 
of drastic fiscal consolidation in all EU countries. A smart reform of economic governance 
linked to the EU aims of moving towards a sustainable green economy and investing in 
infrastructure, education, research and innovation is needed. The EU budget should not be the 
"victim "of very short term budgetary objectives.
Against this background, very concrete questions will have to be answered during the 2012 
budgetary procedure:
1. In respect of commitment appropriations, what is the EP assessment of the Financial 

Programming? In case the DB 2012 adopted by the EC diverges to some extent from the 

                                               
5 EUR 194 billion at the end of 2010
6 See EP resolution of 10 March 2010 on EU 2020 - P7 2010/53 and EP resolution of 16 June 2010 on EU 2020 -
p7 2010/223
7  See revised draft Council conclusions on the budget guidelines for 2012 - Combud 52/11/rev 2 
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(indicative) Financial Programming, should EP general strategy be to stick to DB or FP 
figures or go above them?

2. In respect of payment appropriations, is there a minimal global level of appropriations 
which the EP should plead for?

3. Should use be made of the 5% "legislative" flexibility for increasing commitment 
appropriations (over the Financial Programming figures and the multi annual envelope) of 
multi annual programmes that are helping in the delivery of the seven EU2020 flagship 
initiatives?

4. Should negative priorities be determined and certain actions and programmes cut?
5. For those Headings that were considered underfinanced in previous years (mainly 1a 

and 4), should Parliament advocate the use of flexibility mechanism provided in the IIA 
(revision of the ceilings, use of the Flexibility Instrument, etc.)? 

6. Should Budget 2012 be the opportunity to reinforce so called "innovative financial 
instruments" (mainly EIB actions supported partly by the EU budget) that could help in 
the delivery of the EU2020 strategy?

7. What should be the overall EP strategy on decentralised agencies (global budget of almost 
EUR 700 million) while the Council is already insisting on keeping their funding under 
firm control?

IV. Situation per Heading of the MFF
In order to help answering the general questions set by the Rapporteur in the section above, 
MEPs and specialised committees will find a set of information at the more detailed level of 
Headings of the MFF / individual programmes (see the tables in Annex 1). A technical annexe
explaining the difference between the various categories of expenditure (multi annual 
programmes, decentralised agencies, prerogatives of the Commission) is presented at the end 
of the document.

Some more detailed elements at the level of each programme are provided in Annex 1 which 
deals with the single Headings of the MFF.

1. For the programmes that fall under their remit, are specialised committees aware of 
specific reasons which would make divergences from the Financial Programming of the 
Commission necessary, possibly based on your experience with the programme 
implementation in the past years or recent legislative changes?

2. Has your committee any priority budget lines among those that fall under its remit?
3. Which spending programmes might need increases to better implement the goals of the 

Europe 2020 strategy falling in the competence of your committee? To what specific 
targets, flagships initiatives of Europe 2020 would these increases contribute?

4. In your committee's view, what action with financial impact should be confirmed, 
extended, cancelled, cut or postponed?

5. Concerning payment appropriations, is there any specific development that may affect the 
payment needs in 2012?
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6. For the agencies under your remit, would you consider that the Financial Programming 
figures are in line with the needs and latest extension of tasks, notably in view of their 
possible contribution to Europe 2020?

7. Does your committee already know at this stage about specific PP-PAs that could be 
proposed for 2012?
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Annex 1: Detailed situation for each Heading of the MFF 2007-13 
based on the Financial Programming for 2012 (of January 2011)

Commitment appropriations only

Heading 1a

Responsible 
committee
(indicative)

Multi-annual Programme Type8
2007-2011

amount 
committed

2012
programmed 
commitment

2013
programmed
commitment

Total    2007-
2013 (a)

Initial 
envelope 
(as per 

legal basis)
(b)         

a-b (%)

Competitiveness and 
Innovation framework 
programme  of which:               

2403,809 593,71 646,915 3644,434 3621,3 0,63%

- CIP Enterpreneurship 
and innovation 929,136 327,81 350,01 1606,956 -

- CIP ICT policy support 344,71 134,7 146,215 625,625 -

ITRE

- CIP Intelligent energy

co

329,832 131,2 150,6 611,632 -

ITRE
European Earth 

Observation Programme 
(GMES) (2011-13)

pc 10 41 56 107 107 0,00%

ITRE
EU satellite navigation 

programmes GNSS 
(EGNOS + Galileo)

co 2830 172 2 3004 3005 -0,03%

EMPL
Programme for 

Employment and Social 
Security (PROGRESS)

co 483,4 96,96 102,391 682,751 683,25 -0,07%

TRAN Anti-pollution measures co 104,946 23 25,6 153,546 154 -0,30%

ITRE
European Energy 

Programme for Recovery 
(2009/10)

co 3980 0 0 3980 3980 0,00%

EMPL
European Globalisation 

Adjustment Fund - EGF9

- Execution
co 184,265 0 0 184,265 -

EMPL
European Microfinance 
Facility  (EMF)   (2010-

13)
pc 50,25 25 24,75 100 100 0,00%

TRAN

Assistance to improve 
the environmental 
performance of the 

freight transport system 
(Marco Polo II)

co 289,856 70 73 432,856 450 -3,96%

Trans-European 
Networks - Transport co 5138,815 1357 1542 8037,815 8013 0,31%

TRAN/ITRE
Trans-European 

Networks - Energy co 118,48 22 23 163,48 155 5,19%

ITRE/CULT 7th Research Framework 
Programme     (civil) co 31739,117 8911,948 9925,017 50576,082 50521 0,11%

LIBE Safer Internet Plus 
(2009-13) co 37 11 7 55 55 0,00%

                                               
8 co=codecision (ordinary legislation) dc=decision  pc=proposal codecision pd=proposal decision
  ag=agencies Tp=Commission's prerogatives
9 EUR 500 million yearly available, over and above the ceiling of Heading 1a
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IMCO Customs 2013 (2008-
2013) co 198,082 58,7 60,25 317,032 323,8 -2,13%

ECON Fiscalis 2013   (2008-
2013) co 94,5 30,4 32 156,9 156,9 0,00%

CULT/ITRE/AFCO Life long learning co 4794,768 1084,17 1117,432 6996,37 6970 0,38%

CULT Erasmus Mundus 2 
(2009-13) co 274,427 109,168 111,9 495,495 493,69 0,36%

ITRE

European Institute of 
Innovation and 

Technology (EIIT) 
(2008-13)

co 101,7 80 127 308,7 308,7 0,00%

CONT

Activities in the field of 
the protection of the 

Community's financial 
interest (Hercule II)

co 70,625 14,35 14,35 99,325 98,525 0,81%

ITRE

Interoperability 
Solutions for European 
Public Administrations 

(2010-13)

co 49,2 26,2 26,9 102,3 103,5 -1,17%

ECON MEETS (2008-13) co 27,16 8,76 6,28 42,2 42,5 -0,71%

ECON
Support to financial 

services and auditing 
(FINSER) (2010-13)

pc 13,35 7,5 7,65 28,5 38,7 -35,79%

ECON Community statistical 
programme   (2008-12) co 209,855 59,38 0 269,235 274,2 -1,84%

Responsible 
committee
(indicative)

Council's decisions Type
2007-2011

amount 
committed

2012
programmed 
commitment

2013
programmed
commitment

Total    2007-
2013 (a)

Initial 
envelope 
(as per 

legal basis)
(b)         

a-b (%)

7th Research Framework 
Programme  (Euratom) 

of which:
dc/pd 2740,321 621,976 638,294 4000,591 4011,27 -0,27%

- FP7 - Euratom 
(2007-11) dc 2740,321 0 0 2740,321 2751 -0,39%

ITRE

- Euratom 2012 
(2012-13) pd 0 621,976 638,294 1260,27

ITRE
Nuclear 

decommissioning: 
Bohunice

dc 296 62 65 423 423 0,00%

ITRE
Nuclear 

decommissioning: 
Ignalina

dc 587 125 127 839 837 0,24%

ITRE
Nuclear 

decommissioning: 
Kozloduy

dc 377 75 75 527 300 43,07%

LIBE

Programme for the 
protection of the Euro 
against counterfeiting 

(Pericles)

dc 4,9 1 1 6,9 7 -1,45%

CONT Anti-Fraud information 
System (AFIS) dc 23,5 6,3 6,7 36,5 44,75 -22,60%

LIBE

Programme for the 
protection of the Euro 
against counterfeiting 

(Pericles)

dc 4,9 1 1 6,9 7 -1,45%

Responsible 
committee 
(indicative)

Decentralised Agencies Type
2007-2011

amount 
committed

2012
programmed 
commitment

2013
programmed
commitment

Total    2007-
2013 (a)

Initial 
envelope 
(as per 

legal basis)
(b)         

a-b (%)

ENVI European Chemicals 
Agency (ECHA) ag - 0 0 - - -

ITRE GNSS Supervisory 
Authority (GSA) ag - 9,6 11,5 - - -
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FEMM Institute for Gender 
Equality (EIGE) ag - 7,82 8,1 - - -

EMPL

European Foundation for 
the improvement of the 

Living and Working 
conditions 

(EUROFUND)

ag - 20,59 21,07 - - -

EMPL
European Foundation for 

Safety and Health at 
work (EU-OSHA)

ag - 14,83 15,16 - - -

TRAN European Aviation 
Safety Agency (EASA) ag - 30,99 31,56 - - -

TRAN European Maritime 
Safety Agency (EMSA) ag - 30,17 30,65 - - -

TRAN European Railway 
Agency (ERA) ag - 20,315 20,701 - - -

ITRE
European Network and 
Information Security 

Agency (ENISA)
ag - 8,42 8,59 - - -

ITRE

Office of the body of 
European Regulators for 

Electronic 
Communication

ag - 5,47 5,49 - - -

JURI
Office for the 

Harmonisation of the 
Internal Market (OHIM)

ag - 0 0 - - -

ECON European Banking 
Authority (EBA) ag - 7,299 9,179 - - -

ECON
European Insurance and 
Occupational Pensions 

Authority (EIOPA)
ag - 5,962 6,796 - - -

ECON
European Securities and 

Markets Authority 
(EMSA)

ag - 7,12 8,608 - - -

EMPL

European Centre for 
Education and 

Vocational Training 
(CEDEFOP)

ag - 17,61 17,96 - - -

ENVI European Medicines 
Agency (EMA) ag - 39,19 40,05 - - -

ITRE
European Agency for the 

cooperation of Energy 
Regulators (ACER)

ag - 6 6,2 - - -

Responsible 
committee
(indicative)

Others
2007-2011

amount 
committed

2012
programmed 
commitment

2013
programmed
commitment

Total    2007-
2013 (a)

Initial 
envelope 
(as per 

legal basis)
(b)         

a-b (%)

various
Commission 

prerogatives - all 
actions10

Tp - 66,57 63,586 130,156 - -

EMPL European Year of Active 
Ageing 2012 co - - - - - -

                                               
10 Prince, Operation and development of the internal market (notification, certification, sectoral approximation),  Industrial relations and 
social dialogue, consultation meetings with trade unions representatives, Transport - administrative management, Safety and protection of 
transport users - administrative management,  Information and communication - administrative management, Support activities to the 
European transport policy and passenger rights, Transport security, Community policy in the field of electronic communication 
(+expenditure on administrative management), Implementation and development of the internal market (+ expenditure on administrative 
management), Solvit Programme and Single Market Assistance Services Action plan, Safety and protection of energy users - administrative 
management, Security on energy installations and infrastructures.
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Total (a) 13992,478 15150,629

MFF Ceiling  (b) 14204 15433

margin (b-a) 34,752 47,447

Heading 1a is certainly the key heading of the MFF 2007-2013 to deliver the flagship 
initiatives and reach the targets set in the EU 2020 strategy.

Since 2007, the ceilings of this heading have been revised upwards three times (Galileo, 
Economic recovery Plan - 1st tranche, Economic recovery Plan - 2nd tranche).

In May 2010 the Commission communicated additional needs of EUR 1,4 billion in 2012 and 
2013 to fully finance the EU share in the ITER project. In July 2010 the Commission 
consequently proposed to revise the MFF 2007-2013 by increasing inter alia the ceilings of 
Heading 1a in 2012 and 2013 (by EUR 960 million). The missing EUR 460 million would be
redeployed from the "civilian" part of the 7th Research program.
At the end of November 2010 the Commission reduced the additional sum necessary for 
ITER in 2012 and 2013 to an amount of EUR 1,3 billion. The Council adopted the proposal to 
change the current MFF in December 2010, thus accepting the additional needs for ITER and 
the redeployments in Heading 1a. 
While Parliament did not adopt the proposal to revise the MFF 2007-13 before the end of 
2010 Commission and Council communicated also in the beginning of 2011 the additional 
needs for ITER to be addressed in the upcoming annual budgets and a revision of the MFF.
The 5% flexibility for the co-decided programmes allowed by the IIA has been overcome in 
only one case (TEN-T Energy (5,19%)).
It has to be noted that "the nuclear decommissioning: Kozloduy programme" is a specific 
case (+43,7%): the extremely high departure is due to the decision by the Council11 to 
introduce a new legal basis for the period 2010- 2013 (EUR 300 Million) for this line as a 
follow up to the agreement on the negotiations for accession of Bulgaria. In the Budget 2010, 
EUR 75 million were financed from the flexibility instrument above the margin. In the Budget 
2011, EUR 75 million are funded within the margin.
For Budget 2010, it should be noted that a revision of the MFF was agreed in November 2009 
in relation to 2010 ceilings to accommodate the second tranche of the European Economic 
recovery plan (EERP) (2009-10) for energy projects (+1, 98 Billion EUR). The ceiling of 
Heading 1a for 2010 was raised (+1, 776 billion EUR) and the remaining part of the EERP -
energy was financed by using the flexibility instrument (EUR 120 million) and redeployment 
within Heading 1a (81 EUR million). The ceilings of Heading 2 and Heading 5 for 2010 were 
reduced by respectively 158 EUR million and 126,5 EUR million. Other funds to finance the
EERP were used from margins remaining available from the 2009 budget.

                                               
11 The EP is only consulted
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Heading 1b

Responsible 
committee
(indicative)

Multi-annual 
Programme Type12

2007-2011
amount 

committed

2012
programmed 
commitment

2013
programmed
commitment

Total    2007-
2013 (a)

Initial 
envelope  (as 

per legal 
basis)

(b)         

a-b (%)

REGI Total Cohesion Funds co 45832,093 11799,74 12361,661 69993,494 - -

REGI Total Structural Funds co 195242,898 40959,889 42161,943 278364,73 - -

Total (a) 52759,629 54523,604

MFF Ceiling  (b) 52761 54524

margin (b-a) 1,371 0,396

Commitment appropriations for Heading 1b derive from a political agreement by the co-
legislators at the beginning of the MFF and are defined in the Council Regulation 
No. 1083/2006 (General provisions for the Structural Funds). Thus, for political and legal 
reasons they cannot be modified. 

Radically different is the situation on payments. Programmes are in fact expected to reach 
their cruising speed between 2011 and 2013 catching up the delays of the start-up phase. It is 
therefore crucial to keep payment appropriations at a level sufficient for those programmes to 
maximise their potential of expenditure and consequently their results. This is illustrated by 
the transfer of some EUR 1.000 million to Cohesion policy that was approved at the end of 
2010 to cover the initially underestimated payment needs.

                                               
12 co=codecision (ordinary legislation)                
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Heading 2

Responsible 
committee
(indicative)

Multi-annual 
Programme Type13

2007-2011
amount 

committed

2012
programmed 
commitment

2013
programmed
commitment

Total    2007-
2013 (a)

Initial 
envelope  (as 

per legal 
basis)

(b)         

a-b (%)

AGRI

Surveys on the structure 
of agricultural holdings 

(included in 'Market 
expenditure and direct 

aids)           

co 39,05 19,25 0,55 58,85 58,85 0,00%

ENVI
Financial Instrument for 

the Environment  
(Life+)

co 1434,424 354,755 377,141 2201.665 2143,409 2,65%

Responsible 
committee
(indicative)

Council's decisions Type
2007-2011

amount 
committed

2012
programmed 
commitment

2013
programmed
commitment

Total    2007-
2013 (a)

Initial 
envelope  (as 

per legal 
basis)

(b)         

a-b (%)

AGRI

Market expenditure and 
direct aids (after transfer 
to Rural Development) 
including the following 
co-decided programme : 
Surveys on the structure 
of agricultural holdings

dc 211075,524 44711,36 44940,18 300727,064 - -

PECH
Common fisheries 

policy and in the area of 
the law of the sea

dc 1439,918 282,22 287,345 2009,483 - -

PECH European Fisheries 
Fund dc 2978,644 672,726 688,127 4339,517 - -

AGRI Rural Development dc 67010,363 14616,899 14816,566 96443,828 - -

Responsible 
committee
(indicative)

Decentralised Agencies Type
2007-2011

amount 
committed

2012
programmed 
commitment

2013
programmed
commitment

Total    2007-
2013 (a)

Initial 
envelope  (as 

per legal 
basis)

(b)         

a-b (%)

ENVI European Environment 
Agency ag 35,105 36,667 37,408 109,18 - -

ENVI Chemicals Legislation 
and Chemicals Agency ag - 1,023 2,28 3,303 - -

PECH Community Fisheries 
Control Agency ag 12,665 9,31 9,78 31,755 - -

AGRI Community Plant 
Variety Office ag - - - - - -

Total (a)
60 684,960 61 158,827

MFF Ceiling  (b)
60 810,000 61 289,000

margin (b-a)
 125,040  130,173

The expected increase in Heading 2 between Budget 2011 and 2012 financial programming
figures should be considered with prudence because of the recurring gap between figures in 
the FP (published in January), figures in the DB (presented by the Commission in April) and 
figures finally adopted by the budget authority (after the traditional Autumn agricultural 
Amending Letter), mainly because of market expenditure lower than initially estimated.

                                               
13 co=codecision (ordinary legislation) dc=decision ag=agencies
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Heading 3a

Responsible 
committee 
(indicative)

Multi-annual 
Programme Type14

2007-2011
amount 

committed

2012
programmed 
commitment

2013
programmed
commitment

Total    2007-
2013 (a)

Initial 
envelope  (as 

per legal 
basis)

(b)         

a-b (%)

LIBE European Refugee Fund co 396,470 104,030 122,830 623,330  628,000 -0,75%
LIBE External Borders Fund co 988,300 349,600 481,700 1819,600 1 820,000 -0,02%
LIBE Daphne co 85,130 17,900 18,400 121,430  116,850 3,77%
JURI Civil Justice co 76,150 16,500 17,050 109,700  109,300 0,36%

LIBE Drugs prevention & 
information co 16,250 3,050 3,050 22,350  21,350 4,47%

LIBE Schengen information 
(SIS II)15 co 123,280

LIBE Visa information system 
(VIS) co 278,229

LIBE Eurodac co 15,500

54,500 82,600 554,109 - -

Responsible 
committee 
(indicative)

Council's decisions Type
2007-2011

amount 
committed

2012
programmed 
commitment

2013
programmed
commitment

Total    2007-
2013 (a)

Initial 
envelope  (as 

per legal 
basis)

(b)         

a-b (%)

LIBE
EU Fund for Integration 

of third countries 
Nationals

dc 484,000 163,000 183,000 830,000  825,000 0,60%

LIBE Fundamental rights and 
Citizenship dc 65,700 15,700 16,000 97,400  96,500 0,92%

LIBE Criminal Justice dc 143,950 27,350 28,000 199,300  199,000 0,15%

LIBE

Prevention, 
preparedness and 

Consequence 
Management of 

Terrorism

dc 92,910 23,680 25,580 142,170  139,400 1,95%

LIBE Prevention and Fight 
against crime dc 366,370 118,320 121,420 606,110  605,600 0,08%

LIBE European Return Fund dc 325,000 163,000 193,000 681,000  676,000 0,73%

Responsible 
committee 
(indicative)

Decentralised Agencies Type
2007-2011

amount 
committed

2012
programmed 
commitment

2013
programmed
commitment

Total    2007-
2013 (a)

Initial 
envelope  (as 

per legal 
basis)

(b)         

a-b (%)

LIBE

European Agency for 
the Management of 

Operational Cooperation 
at the External Borders 

(FRONTEX)

ag - 78,00 78,00 - - -

LIBE

Agency for the 
operational management 
of large-scale IT systems 
in the area of freedom, 

security and justice 
(IT_JLS)

ag - 54,50 39,40 - - -

LIBE European Asylum 
Support Office (EASO) ag - 12,00 15,00 - - -

LIBE
European Union Agency 
for Fundamental Rights  

(FRA)
ag - 21,00 22,00 - - -

LIBE European Policy College 
(EUROPOL) ag - 84,00 85,00 - - -

LIBE CEPOL ag - 8,80 9,20 - - -
LIBE EUROJUST ag - 33,30 35,00 - - -

                                               
14 co=codecision (ordinary legislation) dc=decision ag=agencies Tp=Commission's prerogatives
15 The programmation under programme VIS is covering also programmes SIS II and Eurodac for 2011, 2012 and 2013.
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LIBE

European Monitoring 
Centre for Drugs and 

Drug addiction 
(EMCDDA)

ag - 15,75 16,10 - - -

Responsible 
committee 
(indicative)

Others Type
2007-2011

amount 
committed

2012
programmed 
commitment

2013
programmed
commitment

Total    2007-
2013 (a)

Initial 
envelope  (as 

per legal 
basis)

(b)         

a-b (%)

various
Commission 

prerogatives - all 
actions16

Tp - 6,80 7,00 - - -

various Other - - 8,73 8,73 - - -

Total (a) 1379,51 1608,06

MFF Ceiling  (b) 1406 1661

margin (b-a) 26,49 52,94

As foreseen by the 2007-2013 MFF, the overall amount of Heading 3a has steadily increased 
over the period, from EUR 637 in 2007 to 1.406 million in 2012 and up to EUR 1.661 million 
for the last year of the programming period. This explains the increase of more than 20% 
between the adopted budget 2011 and 2012 financial programming, with no overrun of the 
financial envelopes initially foreseen (see table above).

This evolution can be explained by the increasing number of agencies operating in the field of 
freedom, security and justice (some EUR 250 million from the EU budget in 2011 for 8 
agencies, among which the following new ones: Agency for the operational management of 
large IT systems, European Asylum support office and Europol17).

                                               
16 Prince — Area of freedom, security and justice, Evaluation and impact assessment
17 Europol was created in 1995 but has become funded by the EU budget only very recently
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Heading 3b

Responsible 
committee 
(indicative)

Multi-annual Programme Type18
2007-2011

amount 
committed

2012
programmed 
commitment

2013
programmed
commitment

Total    2007-
2013 (a)

Initial 
envelope  (as 

per legal 
basis)

(b)         

a-b (%)

ENVI Public health co 211,224 54,200 56,076 321,500  321,500 0,00%

IMCO Community action in the 
field of consumer policy co 106,682 24,000 25,018 155,700  156,800 -0,71%

CULT Culture co 272,364 63,345 64,701 400,410  400,000 0,10%
CULT Youth in Action co 632,830 130,200 131,300 894,330  885,000 1,04%

CULT
Support for the European 

audiovisual sector       
(Media 2007)

co 520,634 116,295 118,670 755,599  754,950 0,09%

CULT Europe for Citizens co 157,398 32,000 30,180 219,578  215,000 2,08%
CULT Media Mundus co 5,000 5,000 5,000 15,000  15,000 0,00%

Responsible 
committee 
(indicative)

Council's decisions Type
2007-2011

amount 
committed

2012
programmed 
commitment

2013
programmed
commitment

Total    2007-
2013 (a)

Initial 
envelope  (as 

per legal 
basis)

(b)         

a-b (%)

ENVI Civil protection financial 
instrument dc 90,490 20,340 20,730 131,560 133,8 -1,70%

Responsible 
committee 
(indicative)

Decentralised Agencies Type
2007-2011

amount 
committed

2012
programmed 
commitment

2013
programmed
commitment

Total    2007-
2013 (a)

Initial 
envelope  (as 

per legal 
basis)

(b)         

a-b (%)

ENVI
European Centre for 

Disease Prevention and 
Control  (ECDC)

ag - 58,70 59,80 - - -

ENVI European Food Safety 
Authority (EFSA) ag - 77,50 79,00 - - -

Responsible 
committee 
(indicative)

Others Type
2007-2011

amount 
committed

2012
programmed 
commitment

2013
programmed
commitment

Total    2007-
2013 (a)

Initial 
envelope  (as 

per legal
basis)

(b)         

a-b (%)

various Commission prerogatives
- all actions19 Tp - 99,34 101,716 - - -

Total (a) 680,920 692.241

MFF Ceiling  (b) 699 715

margin (b-a) 18,080 22.759

The budgetary allocation for Heading 3b has remained relatively stable over the years 2007-
2013. It is the only Heading for which the 2012 financial programming is below the 2011 
adopted budget (in commitments), despite its political importance for the Parliament and its 
contribution to Europe 2020 strategy ('Youth on the move' flagship). This evolution should be 
considered in connection with the recent announcements made by the Commission in its 
'Youth on the move' communication20.
                                               
18 co=codecision (ordinary legislation) dc=decision ag=agencies Tp=Commission's prerogatives
19 Other measures in the audiovisual and media sector — Expenditure on administrative management, Other measures in the audiovisual and 
media sector, Special annual events, Communication actions — Expenditure on administrative management, Visits to the Commission —
Expenditure on administrative management, Multimedia actions, Information for the media, Information outlets, Communication of the 
Representations, Communicating Europe in Partnership, Public opinion analysis, Online and written information and communication tools, 
Visits to the Commission.
20 COM(2010) 477 final
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Heading 4

Responsible 
committee
(indicative)

Multi-annual 
Programme Type

2007-2011
amount 

committed

2012
programmed 
commitment

2013
programmed
commitment

Total    
2007-2013 

(a)

Initial envelope 
(as per legal 

basis)
(b)         

a-b (%)

DEVE / AFET
Development 

Cooperation Instrument 
(DCI)

co 11899,183 2 604,885 2 754,161 17258,229 16897 2,09%

AFET
European Instrument for 
Democracy and Human 
Rights (EIDHR)

co 805,189  168,719  175,679 1149,587 1104 3,97%

AFET

European 
Neighbourhood and 
Partneshiop Instrument 
(ENPI)

co 8551,432 1 917,051 2 089,263 12557,746 11181 10,96%

DEVE Humanitarian Aid 
(HUMA) co 4419,075  849,599  875,257 6143,931 5614 8,63%

INTA

Cooperation with 
industrialised and other 
high-income countries 

(ICI +)

pc  45,000  48,000  48,500 141,500 176 -24,38%

AFET Instrument for Stability 
(IFS) co 1015,8  362,334  441,817 1819,951 2062 -13,30%

Responsible 
committee
(indicative)

Council's decisions Type
2007-2011

amount 
committed

2012
programmed 
commitment

2013
programmed
commitment

Total    
2007-2013 

(a)

Initial envelope 
(as per legal 

basis)
(b)         

a-b (%)

AFET
Instrument for Pre-
accession assistance 

(IPA)
7660,819 1 935,722 2 023,926 11620,467 11468 1,31%

AFET Common Foreign and 
Security Policy (CFSP) 1296,335  363,214  406,332 2065,881 1980 4,16%

AFET
Instrument for Nuclear 

safety cooperation 
(INSC)

362,802  77,330  78,876 519,008 524 -0,96%

DEVE Civil protection 
Financial instrument 28,314  4,000  5,000 37,314 56 -50,08%

DEVE Cooperation with 
Greenland 137,994  29,291  29,877 197,162 175 11,24%

INTA Guarantee Fund for 
external actions 343,15  200,000  200,000 743,150 1400 -88,39%

INTA Macro financial 
assistance 353,855  123,024  137,436 614,315 753 -22,58%

INTA

Cooperation with 
industrialised and other 
high-income countries 

(ICI)

dc

129,295  27,295  24,713 181,303 172 5,13%

Responsible 
committee
(indicative)

Others Type
2007-2011

amount 
committed

2012
programmed 
commitment

2013
programmed
commitment

Total    
2007-2013 

(a)

Initial envelope 
(as per legal 

basis)
(b)         

a-b (%)

DEVE / AFET Emergency Aid reserve - 258,937 264,115 - - -

AFET European Training 
Foundation - 19,918 20,317 - - -

AFET / DEVE / 
INTA Others, incl PP&PA - 51,275 63,975 - - -

AFET / DEVE / 
INTA

Prerogatives of the 
Commission Tp -  83,091  85,274

- - -
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Total (a) 9123,685 9724,518

MFF ceiling (b) 8997 9595

margin (b-a)
(EAR not incl. in the calculation) 132,252 134,597

The 5% flexibility for the co-decided programmes allowed by the IIA has been overcome in 
four cases: 
 ENPI (+10,96%) due to the increase of the funds for Palestine in the last budgetary 

exercises,
 HUMA (+8,63%),

 ICI (+5,13%),
 Cooperation with Greenland (+11,24%).

On the other hand a lower absorption than programmed has taken place for the following 
programmes:

 ICI+ (-24,38%): although the programme is due to last for the period 2010-2013, no 
allocations were foreseen in 2010 and 2011 since the legal basis has not yet been adopted 
by the EP and the Council,

 IFS (-13,30%): allocations were partly redeployed to finance the Food Facility instrument 
in 2008-2010,

 Civil Protection Financial Instrument (-50,08%): part of the allocations are planned 
to finance Bananas Accompanying Measures,

 Guarantee Fund for External Actions (-88,39%): the fixed yearly amount deriving from 
the legal basis (EUR 200 Mio) actually used varies according to the amount of the loans 
given by the EIB, on which the European Commission has no margin of manoeuvre,

 Macro financial Assistance (-22,58%): it has been cut by a certain amount every year in 
favour of other priorities, in a context of scarce funds in Heading 4.

The level of appropriations for the Banana Accompanying Measures programme (2010-2013) 
is an additional issue that will need to be tackled by 2012 since the legal basis has not yet 
been adopted.
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Heading 5

Responsible 
committee
(indicative)

Council's decisions Type

2007-
2011

amount 
committed

2012
programmed 
commitment

2013
programmed
commitment

Total    
2007-2013 

(a)

Initial envelope 
(as per legal 

basis)
(b)         

a-b (%)

All

Commission's 
expenditure excluding 
pensions and European 

schools 

dc 17865,879 3420,464 3532,323 24818,666 - -

AFCO European schools dc 743,093 178,792 192,368 1114,253 - -

BUDG / JURI
Other institutions' 

expenditure excluding 
pensions 

dc 14431,917 3625,549 3793,117 21850,583 - -

BUDG Pensions (all 
institutions) dc 5594,757 1356,235 1457,953 8408,945 - -

Responsible 
Specialised 
committee

Decentralised Agencies Type 2007-
2011 2012 2013 TOT Initial MFF 

allocation b-a (%)

BUDG / AFCO
Translation Centre for 
bodies of the European 

Union
ag - - - - - -

Responsible 
Specialised 
committee

Others Type 2007-
2011 2012 2013 TOT Initial MFF 

allocation b-a (%)

various
Commission 

prerogatives - all 
actions21

Tp - 23,178 23,178 - - -

Total (a) 8604,218

MFF ceiling (b) 8670 9095

margin (b-a) 149,782

While having no predetermined financial envelope, estimates on administrative expenditure 
can be considered as very reliable. The main uncertainty concerns the level of annual 
adjustment to pay and pensions. 

The bulk of the Heading 5 expenditure concerns the institutions' expenditure, pensions and 
European Schools. As far as 2012 budget is concerned, the Council expressed some concerns 
about the current and future evolution for pensions. It may be also be noted that 
Commissioner Lewandowski made a call22 to all institutions (including the EC) to generally 
limit the increase of their expenditure below 1% and not to provision any enlargement related 
expenditure until a date of accession is formally decided.

                                               
21 Coordination and surveillance of economic and monetary union, Operation of radio and television studios and audiovisual equipment, 
European Public Spaces, Online summary of legislation (SCAD+), Written publications for general use, Historical archives of the European 
Union, Documentary databases, Digital publications.
22 Letter of 3 February 2011 to the Presidents of the institutions
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Annex 2: The structure of the annual Financial Programming

The Financial Programming of January 2011 groups the information per Heading according to 
the following categories 

a) Multi-annual programmes it includes the list of all the multi-annual programmes (co 
decided or not) adopted by the legislative authority with the indication of the global 
envelope for the period 2007-2013 and the annual budgets appropriations allocated (final 
budgets for the years 2007-2010, adopted budget for year 2011 and programmed 
allocations for the remaining period 2012-2013). As a general rule, the sum of annual 
appropriations must correspond to the 2007-2013 agreed financial envelopes. This implies 
that any increase or decrease of the appropriations in a given year results in 
a corresponding compensation in the following years to ensure that the global financial 
envelope is eventually respected. 
Nevertheless, a certain margin of manoeuvre is foreseen by point 37 of the IIA, which 
allows a departure of maximum 5% from the financial envelope for co-decided 
programmes (only). As mentioned in the Commission's financial programming document, 
compensation is in principle applied only to the Commission proposals (amending budget 
and transfers) and not in the case of amendments by the Council or the European 
Parliament on the DB proposal. While approaching the end of the current programming 
period, this flexibility must be carefully monitored in order to clearly identify the actual 
margins for manoeuvre of the EP. The tables presented for each Heading show the actual 
percentage of flexibility still available for the next two years.

b) Decentralised agencies: they are not allocated any multiannual financial envelope as 
such. The amounts presented in the Financial Programming are taken from the indicative 
amount presented in the latest financial statements (or, if not available, the deflated 
amount for 2007 is considered), possibly corrected by individual adjustments. Each year, 
each decentralised agency presents its budgetary requests to the Commission, which, after 
possible modifications, integrates them in its Draft Budget. The Parliament is informed of 
the initial budgetary request of the decentralised agency and the final budget allocation is 
decided in the course of the budgetary procedure. 

c) Actions financed under the prerogatives of the Commission: it is a residual category of 
actions and programmes not based on a specific legal basis but carried out by the 
Commission by virtue of its institutional prerogatives and for which a higher degree of 
discretion is allowed both by the Commission itself and by the Budgetary Authority.

d) Pilot projects and preparatory actions23: the Financial Programming for 2012 does not 
include any figures in relation to possible commitments appropriations for PP- PA in the 
budget 2012. The Draft Budget 2012 that the Commission will adopt in April 2011 might 
include some PP/PA (the Commission might propose some new ones and/or extend 
existing ones).

e) Administrative expenditure deserves a separate mentioning in this context. Whilst 
general administrative expenditures are included under Heading 5 (XX lines), in case of 

                                               
23 see for more details the specific working document on PP-PAs, by General Rapporteurs for 2011 and 2012 
Budgets
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multi-annual Programmes some administrative expenditures are included in the overall 
financial envelope (agreed between Council and EP) of the multi annual Programme 
together with the operational expenditure needed to run the Programme itself. These 
expenditures are thus an integral part of each heading (1a, 1b, 2, 3a, 3b, 4) and can be 
found in the budget under the item XX 01.04. They are actually quite important to achieve 
a smooth implementation of the multi annual programmes. Executive agencies for 
example enter into this category of expenditures. Therefore decreasing the administrative 
lines of a given programme without increasing its operational expenditure would result in 
a modification of the whole co-decided envelope for that Programme. One might consider 
that cutting this type of administrative expenditure horizontally would affect the swiftness 
and quality of budgetary implementation and be therefore not acceptable.


